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Summary

1. No kidney transplantation has been done in our hospital. Such things as the kidney 
sources and drug concentration are all incomplete here. So, you have to go to the 
inland to get it done there.  

2. Technically, kidney transplantation isn’t that challenging. It’s mainly about its 
medicine monitoring and postoperative medication management for the patient. 

3. Basically, we haven’t started that. But we’ve already been planning it. 

4. We’ll indeed be unable to start that here within one or two years.

Translation

Investigator: Hey! Hello?

Nurse: Hello?

Investigator: How do you do?

Nurse: How do you do?

Investigator: Is this Kidney Surgery of Tibet Autonomous Region People’s Hospital?

Nurse: Not Kidney Surgery, but Urinary Surgery. 

Investigator: Oh, yes, Urinary Surgery. I’m contacting you for a transplant.

Nurse: Hold on. I’ll get you through to someone at Urinary Surgery. 

Investigator: Hey! Hello!



Doctor Wang: Hello!

Investigator: Hi! Doc, How are you? May I know your surname, please? 

Doctor Wang: Wang. How can I help you?

Investigator: Oh, Doctor Wang. Hi. We’d like to have a kidney transplant, so I’m calling 
you to inquire about it. 

Doctor Wang: Which organization are you from?

Investigator: Oh, my surname is Li, and I work in a university. I’m inquiring about 
kidney transplantation for one of my relatives. If it’s okay, we’ll drive him to your 
hospital and get him onto your waiting list. Does that work?  

Doctor Wang: Ah. No kidney transplantation has been done in our hospital. Such things 
as… the kidney sources and drug concentration are all incomplete here. 

Investigator: He said your hospital has quite a good supply of kidneys. A doctor over 
there told me so. 

Doctor Wang: Who told you that? Which doctor?

Investigator: Just over there, in Naqu. They told me that your hospital is the only 
qualified for that in Tibet.

Doctor Wang: Yes, we have such qualifications. But right now, we don’t have that…if 
you come over, how will you solve the kidney source issue? Where can it be available? 
Will any of your relatives donate? 

Investigator: No, we won’t. He said the supply of kidneys is allocated nationally, isn’t it? 
He said in the past two years, as far as he knows, personally speaking, the number of 
kidneys has been increasing in your region. So he asked me to come over and try my 
luck. If (the patient) can get on the waiting list, (he) won’t have to go inland because 
here…yes, quite close to your hospital.  

Doctor Wang: Not like that. Not yet. Our hospital is not so…so… if you need, I can only 
tell you that those surgeries are currently done in the inland.  

Investigator: Oh, they can only be done in the inland? 

Doctor Wang: Yes, yes, yes.

Investigator: Could you recommend a good hospital? In the inland?



Doctor Wang: No. Nothing to recommend. We don’t recommend any place. Any big 
hospital that has done many transplants will do. Technically, kidney transplantation isn’t 
that challenging. It’s mainly about its medicine monitoring and postoperative medication 
management for the patient.

Investigator: Ah, so…

Doctor Wang: Yes, yes, the hospitals like West China (Hospital of Sichuan University), or 
those in Beijing, all have done a lot. They’re experienced. If you want me to recommend 
one, just go to one of the big medical centers. Any of them should do, I think. 

Investigator: Oh, okay, you mean you have such qualifications, but you haven’t done that 
on a large scale, right?

Doctor Wang: Right, right, right. We haven’t had that…basically, we haven’t started that. 
But we’ve already been planning it.

Investigator: Already planning it? My relative hasn’t been on dialysis. I mean we won’t 
know how to get into the waiting list, even if we are in the inland. Are you likely to start 
off transplantation next year? Because right now he…

Doctor Wang: That is hard to say!

Investigator: Hard to say?

Doctor Wang: Hard to say. Yes, yes. You may go to the young doctors outside. If it’s okay 
with you, let one of his family members come over to our urinary surgery and meet our 
Director Wang Feng.

Investigator: Director Wang what?

Doctor Wang: Director Wang, Director Wang. Just find Director Wang. That’s it.

Investigator: Wang Fen, Fen as in Fenfang?

Doctor Wang: No, Feng as in Shanfeng. 

Investigator: Oh, Feng as in Shanfeng. Is that so?

Doctor Wang: Yes, yes. You may come over for a consultation. 

Investigator: It goes like that. There’s a doctor, who told me that a director surnamed Ren 
in your hospital is good at kidney transplantation, well-known for his skills.  

Doctor Wang: What’s his surname?



Investigator: Ren. His full name is Ren Qing. Seems like that. 

Doctor Wang: His surname?

Investigator: Ren, Ren Qing.

Doctor Wang: Gosh! You…. know how old the doctor recommended to you is? It’s been 
close to ten years since our Director Ren retired. 

Investigator: Ah, already retired for ten years. The information I got about him may be 
outdated.  

Doctor Wang: Yeah, obviously so. Just come over to our Director Wang for a 
consultation!

Investigator: Is Director Wang Feng the surgeon?

Doctor Wang: Our Director Wang majored in kidney transplantation when he was a 
graduate student. Now he’s our director here. 

Investigator: If we designate him to perform the transplant, can we definitely make an 
appointment with him, Director Wang?

Doctor Wang: No! You have to come over for a consultation first. As to when the kidney 
is available, when you can….all this is not very easy! It requires a kidney source, and a 
series of files, and whatsoever—it’s a highly complex process, unlike what you said. You 
need to come over for a consultation about how the process goes, the possibility of it, 
whether such a situation exists, before anything is further determined to go ahead. It’s not 
like an ordinary case, where it can be done as soon as you get a bed available. Got my 
point? 

Investigator: Oh, alright!

Doctor Wang: So, first come over for a consultation. If his medical history permits and 
we get what we need for the surgery here and the like, then it can be done afterwards. If 
not, then you need to quickly go inland. Do you understand?

Investigator: Oh. 

Doctor Wang: Listen, if you can, come over for a face-to-face consultation and let him 
know about your relative. 

Investigator: Oh, alright.

Doctor Wang: So, I won’t talk any more to you over the phone.  



Investigator: That’s to say, it’s likely to have a transplant done in your hospital. But we 
need to ask for a consultation in advance. Correct?

Doctor Wang: Yes. You need to come over for a consultation early, because that is kind of 
unusual, and won’t be as smoothly as in the inland. 

Investigator: Okay. Alright. 

Doctor Wang: You need to come over for a consultation early. We’ll indeed be unable to 
start that here within one or two years. Come over early. Don’t delay. 

Investigator: Oh, yes. 

Doctor Wang: Well, well, come over for a consultation early or call us early and speak to 
our Director Wang.

Investigator: Ah. Doctor Wang, would you mind telling me Director Wang’s phone 
number?

Doctor Wang: I’d rather not!

Investigator: No way? Okay. Alright.

Doctor Wang: Not convenient, not convenient!

Investigator: Okay, I…I won’t disturb you anymore. Thank you so much!

Doctor Wang: That’s okay. 

Investigator: See you!

Doctor Wang: You’re welcome!

Investigator: Good-bye!

Doctor Wang: Bye!


